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Abstract: Four units of the microwave discharge ion engine “μ10”, which generates

8mN thrust and 3,200 seconds specific impulse with 350W electric power, are dedicated to

the main propulsion onboard “HAYABUSA” asteroid explorer launched on May 2003. After

vacuum exposure and several runs of baking for reduction of residual gas the ion engine

system established continuous acceleration supported by the attitude control system, the

power management system, the autonomous control, and so on. New orbit change scheme

delta-V Earth Gravity Assist using the electric propulsion was applied to transfer to the

asteroid. HAYABUSA as a solar electric propulsion covers a wide rage of the solar system

between 0.86AU and 1.7AU in solar distance and succeeded to rendezvous with the asteroid

ITOKAWA on September 12, 2005. During two-year flight the ion engine system generated

1,400m/s delta-V consuming 22kg xenon propellant and achieved the total numbers of space

operational time 25,800 hours.

 I. Introduction

he deep space exploration is expanding to miner celestial objects from major planets. And advanced space

missions such as the rendezvous, landing and return are focused on shifting from a simple fly-by. These

missions toward the deep space require high maneuver capability. If we design such a high order space mission

using conventional chemical thrusters, the spacecraft is occupied by a large amount of fuel and needs an extremely

large launch vehicle
1
. These spacecraft flies by inertia after the initial acceleration by the launch vehicles, so that

they are called “artificial planets” in deep space and “artificial satellites” around Earth. The technology advancement

dramatically changed the space missions. Several kinds of the electric propulsion made their debut as space

propulsion in deep space. They are NSTAR on Deep Space 1 
2
, PPS1350 on SMART-1 

3
 and μ10s on HAYABUSA

4
.

The electric propulsion efficiently generates thrust force with less propellant consumption. Thrust per propellant

consumption rate is indicated by the specific impulse. The ion engines such as NSTAR and μ10 generate 3,000
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seconds and the Hall thrusters as PPS1350 1,500 seconds in specific impulse in comparison with the chemical

thrusters 300 seconds. The chemical thrusters accelerate spacecraft only 300m/s consuming fuel 10% weight of total

spacecraft. On the other hand the electric propulsion with high specific impulse performs 3,000m/s at the same

propellant consumption, which is comparative to the orbit-change capability of a single stage of the launch vehicles,

and will powerfully promote the planetary space mission. The spacecraft installing the electric propulsion are able to

cruise themselves in space without the large launch vehicles for the initial acceleration. It should be categorized

“space ships”, which is supported by various kinds of the space technologies not only the electric propulsion but also

the attitude control, the power management, the autonomous control, the navigation, the guidance, the orbit

determination, the orbit planning, etc. The operational scheme of the “space ship” is different from those of the

“artificial planets”. Because the electric propulsion is characterized low and continuous thrust the space ships need

the new orbit change method, deltaVEGA (delta-V Earth Gravity Assist) using the electric propulsion instead of the

conventional Hohman transfer. The deltaVEGA orbit transfer is known to save the total delta-V in the case of multi-

year Earth-synchronous orbits
5
. On the other hand it is said that the one-year Earth-synchronous orbit transfer is

inferior to the direct transfer. If the electric propulsions are applied to the second maneuver in the deep space the

one-year Earth-synchronous orbit transfer improves the payload ratio in comparison with the direct transfer
6
. And it

makes the spacecraft stay in the distance 1AU from Sun and supplies enough electric power and moderate

temperature environment to the electric propulsions. In order to supply as much as electric power to the electric

propulsions the intelligent power management system including replacement heater control is needed. The thrust

vector of the electric propulsions is controlled actively so as to stabilize the attitude of the spacecraft. New

technologies such as the delta-VLBI (Differential Very Long Base Interferometer) and the optical navigation are

applied to the orbit determination and the orbit planning.

HAYABUSA (MUSES-C) asteroid explorer
7
 was launched on May 2003 and succeeded to rendezvous with the

asteroid ITOKAWA on September 12, 2005 after the two-year acceleration by μ10 ion engines. This paper reports

the system and the flight chronology of HAYABUSA focusing on the “space ship” technologies.

 II. HAYABUSA Spacecraft

HAYABUSA (MUSES-C) project was started in 1995 for the asteroid sample return mission. The target asteroid

was originally Nereus but changed to 1998SF36 Itokawa later. The mission objectives are focused on the technology

demonstrations for the sample return such as the electric propulsion, the optical navigation, the material sampling in

zero gravity field and the direct reentry form the heliocentric space. Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of

HAYABUSA spacecraft and Figure 1 represents its configuration deploying a pair of the solar cell paddle (SCP).

The high gain antenna (HGA) is mounted on upper surface of the body. SCP and HGA have no rotational and tilt

mechanisms. Ion Engine System (IES) is mounted on the side panel perpendicular to the z-axis, with which HGA

aperture is aligned. At the high bit rate communication the spacecraft orientates HGA to Earth without IES firing. In

the cruising mode the spacecraft makes SCP face Sun in order to generate electrical power and rotate its attitude

around the Sun direction to steer the thrust direction of IES. Figure 2 shows the sequence of events on HAYABUSA

mission. It was launched on May 9, 2003 and arrived at Itokawa on September 12, 2005 and will return to Earth in

2007.

Table 1 Summary on HAYABUSA spacecraft.

====================================================================================

Launch weight: 510kg including fuel 67kg and propellant 66kg

Attitude Control: Three-axis stabilization, Reaction wheels x 3

Communication: X band, 8kbps max.

Solar Cell Paddle: Triple-junction cells, 2.6kW at 1AU

Chemical Thruster: Bi-propellant thrusters x 12, 20N thrust, 290s Isp

Electric Propulsion: Microwave discharge ion engines μ10 x 4, 8mN thrust, 3,200s Isp

Thermal Control: CPU-controlled replacement heater, Variable  liquid-crystal radiator,

High-conductivity super graphite, Loop heat pipe

Payloads: Telescope Cameras, Near Infra-red Spectrometer, X-ray Induced Fluorescence Spectrometer,

Laser Altitude-meter, Small Landing Robot, Sampling Mechanism, Reentry Capsule

====================================================================================
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Fig.1 Configuration of HAYABUSA spacecraft. Fig.2 Sequence of events on round trip space mission.

 III. Microwave Discharge Ion Engines

Figure 3 represents the system configuration of μ10 
8
. The technological features are summarized as follows.

1) Xenon plasmas are generated by ECR microwave discharge without solid electrodes, which are ones of life

critical parts and origins of the flakes causing the grid short in the conventional ion engines. Elimination of the

solid electrode makes the ion engine durable and high reliable.

2) Neutralizers are also driven by ECR microwave discharge. Deletion of the hollow cathodes releases the ion

engine system from the performance degradation due to oxygen contaminating propellant and time limitation for

air exposure during the satellite assembling.

3) A single microwave generator feeds simultaneously both an ion source and a neutralizer. This feature reduces the

system mass and simplifies the control logic.

4) DC power supplies for ion acceleration are reduced three. This feature also has the advantage of lightweight

system and simple operational logic.

5) Carbon-carbon composite material is applied to the electro-static grid system. The clearance between the grids is

kept stable regardless of temperature due to zero thermal expansion. And it prolongs the life of the acceleration

grid because of the low sputtering rate against xenon ions. It hardly causes welding between grids.
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Fig.3 System configuration of μ10. Fig.4 System diagram of IES.
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IES was designed and assembled using four μ10 ion engines with effective diameter 10cm of the electro-static grid

system. Each Ion ThrusteR (ITR) is connected to its own Microwave Power Amplifier (MPA), which emits 4.2GHz

microwave to generate high-density plasma by means of the electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) as seen in Fig.4.

High voltage power generated by three IES Power Processing Units (IPPU) is distributed to four ITRs through relay

switches so that simultaneous operation is limited three ITRs. The IES Pointing Mechanism (IPM) mounting four

ITRs aligns a combined thrust vector through the center of gravity of the spacecraft. The propellant is supplied to

ITRs through flow restrictors by means of brow-down from a sub tank, which is charged gas from the spherical

titanium alloy main tank. The Ion Thruster Control Unit (ITCU) manages the IES. The dry weight of IES is 59kg.

 IV. Space Operation

A. Initial Operation

M-V rocket No.5 input MUSES-C spacecraft in the deep space on May 9 2003. The telemetry data from

Goldstone Tracking Station showed to deploy SCP. In the evening of the same day Kagoshima space center caught

the signal from HAYABUSA, which is the new name of MUSES-C. The precise orbit determination revealed to

need a trim maneuver about 30m/s, which is not little for the chemical propulsion. But the maneuver was cancelled

because IES has an enough capability to recover it in the cruising. In the first visible opportunity the launch lock

mechanism of IPM was released successfully. IES was exposed to vacuum in space under keeping around 0degC. At

the end of May IES was turned on one by one, in which each ITR ignited plasmas and accelerated it around one hour.

The first step was cleared smoothly. In the next step two ITR parallel operation was executed, but lots of large

discharges around ITRs were caused by outgas due to temperature rise. Then IES was devoted to baking around

50degC during two days by replacement heaters and solar radiation. It enabled to operate several ITRs

simultaneously. The onboard program and driving parameters were tuned for standalone firing of IES without

monitoring from Earth. The 24hour operations of single ITR and then of double ITRs were achieved step by step.

But triple ITR operations were interrupted by large discharges several times so that the baking including IES and the

+X panel was tried again. Figure 5 shows the time profile of the leak current to the accel grid, which tends to

increase under low vacuum condition, of a specific ITR. The time in the horizontal axis means total numbers of the

operational hour on an ITR. The profile is scattered because of current resolution 0.15mA, so that numerically

smoothed curve is also indicated in Fig.5. The baking was executed at the elapsed time 0.8 hour and 85 hours. Just

after two occasions of the baking the accel current decreased dramatically. In the ground test at 1.5E-4 Pa
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Fig.5 Time profile of leak current to accel grid. Fig.6 Specific impulse and thrust power ratio

Baking was executed at 0.8 hour and 85 hour. depending on propellant supply rate.
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surrounding the accel current was 0.46mA. And then the continuous acceleration by three ITRs was achieved and

planned delta-V maneuver by IES was executed from July. Once IES was turned on, the maneuver monitor on the

ground station caught the velocity change in the line of sight (LOS) of the spacecraft by means of the Doppler shift

measurement of the communication microwave. The external force on the spacecraft can be identified using the

delta-V measurement, total weight of spacecraft and the angle between the thrust and LOS. Based on the Doppler

shift measurement, μ10 in space was evaluated the maximum thrust 8mN, where the thrust factor was 93%, the

specific impulse 3,200 seconds, the thrust power ratio 23mN/kW, the ion production cost 240eV and the propellant

utilization efficiency 87%. Figure 6 shows the characteristics of the specific impulse and thrust power ration

depending on propellant supply rate.

IPM installing four thrusters is able to tilt on two axes within +/- 5 deg as seen in Fig. 7. The active control of

thrust direction are applied to cancel torque force due to misalliance between the thrust axis and the center of gravity

of spacecraft, as well as to maintain the reaction wheels (RW) at a proper rotation rate. The latter function is called

“IES unloading”, which is seen in Fig. 8. At 13:35 the spacecraft reoriented its attitude for IES acceleration so that

RW-X and Y changed their rotation. Especially RW-Y resulted in the rotation rate over 2,000 rpm, which was out of

a target range. As soon as IES started to generate thrust force at 14:00, IPM inclined intentionally the thrust vector in

order to reduce the rotation rate of RWs. About one hour later RWs were controlled within a proper rotation rate and

IPMs got back to an even keel. Based on the flight data of IPM, RW and IES, the IES thrust deviation at the cold

start was estimated at 0.13 deg maximum, which was relaxed within 30 minutes. Momentum stored in RW-X is

dumped firing the bi-propellant thrusters as the reaction control system (RCS) because it is not controlled by IES.

RCS unloading was triggered automatically several times per a week and interrupts the IES operation for about 10

minutes during its sequence. The function of IES unloading saved fuel consumption only 1.2kg for the bi-propellant

thruster to unload RW during 2 years.

Fig.7 Method to unload RW by thrust of IES. Fig.8 Flight date on IES unloading.

B. Electric-Propelled Delta-V Earth Gravity Assist

In the first year the spacecraft stayed in the one-year Earth synchronous orbit and changed the eccentricity of the

orbit by the IES maneuver. The purpose of this space operation is to accumulate the relative velocity against Earth,

which is converted to the orbital energy at the moment of the Earth swing-by. In the contrast to the acceleration of

the spacecraft at the swing-by Earth looses its kinetic energy only a little. The one-year Earth synchronous orbit

supplies the spacecraft enough solar power, moderate temperature environment and enough time for acceleration so

that the electric propulsion gives full play to its maximum ability. The one-year Earth synchronous Delta-V Earth

Gravity Assist results theoretically in the velocity increment twice of the delta-V generated by onboard thrusters.

The application of the electric propulsion with high specific impulse has the advantage of less propellant
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consumption. Figure 9 shows the relative position of HAYABUSA spacecraft in the rotational coordinate system,

where Sun is located at the original point and Earth on the horizontal axis. Just after the launch the spacecraft on the

orbit determined on June 24 never comes back to Earth again. The maneuver by IES has gradually changed the orbit

and finally achieved the orbit crossing Earth at the end of 2003. The spacecraft passed through the perihelion at

0.86AU solar distance with most severe solar radiation on February 23, 2004. The guidance toward the swing-by

point was also executed by the IES maneuver. Figure 10 shows the transition of the crossing point in the ballistic

plane including Earth. The orbit determination indicated that the IES maneuver made the crossing point approach

Earth gradually. By the end of March 2004 IES marked 10,000 hours total numbers of space operational time and

generated 700m/s delta-V with 10kg propellant consumption. The final maneuver was executed by bi-propellant

Fig. 9 Orbit of HAYABUSA in rotational coordinate system. Spacecraft stayed in one-year Earth synchronous orbit

in the first year and was input on transfer orbit on May 2004. And then it arrived at the asteroid on September 2005.

Fig. 10 Guidance toward Earth swing-by point by IES. Ion engines accelerated HAYBUSA till April 1. After that

twice trim maneuvers by bi-propellant thrusters were executed.
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thrusters at several tens centimeters per second on April 20 and May 12, respectively. And then HAYBUSA passed

through Earth 4,000km altitude above Pacific Ocean on May 19, 2004, when it gained 4km/s velocity increment in

the inertial coordinate system and was input on the transfer orbit toward the target asteroid. It is commented that the

image of Earth in Fig. 10 is a snap shot taken by HAYABUSA at the moment of Earth swing-by.

C. Transfer toward Asteroid

After the Earth swing-by HAYABUSA spacecraft has been cruising on the transfer orbit with IES firing. From

June to August 2004 an enough electric power and moderate temperature condition allowed IES to propel with full

capability. On every Tuesday a weekly command set was uploaded to the spacecraft with Earth pointing attitude

using the parabolic HGA. Then the spacecraft changed its attitude to an acceleration mode and turned on the planned

ITRs. It continued to fire ITRs during a week at the acceleration attitude using a horn-shaped medium gain antenna

for communication. If the beam exhaust was interrupted by a spark discharge between grids, it was restarted

automatically after 30 seconds later.

Fig.11 Operation of IES from swing-by to rendezvous. Fig. 12 Daily operation in power

Fig.13 Heater power control depending on IES operation. Fig.14 Compression of IES power ripple by adjustment

of screen voltage depending on propellant flow rate.
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On September the solar distance reached 1.3AU so that the maximum supply power from SCP reduced to 1.5kW.

At full capability to operate three ITRs IES consumes 1.1kW. Then it stated the throttling operation of IES in order

to adapt power shortage. IES was throttled down gradually week by week so as not to exceed the supply electric

power as seen in Fig.11, where four curves mean thrust, electric power for IES, total power consumed in the

spacecraft and capability of SCP respectively from the bottom. On October one of ITRs was turned off and two

ITRs propelled the spacecraft. Figure 12 shows the daily perturbation of the power consumption. The spacecraft

supplied IES electric power as large as possible with the onboard transponders turned off. At a time period for the

Earth communication one of ITRs was turned off then the transponders were powered on and transmitted the stored

data for a day. After the visible opportunity the spacecraft substituted one of ITRs to turn on for the transponders.

The replacement heater is operated by HCE (Heater Control Electronics) depending on IES. HCE distributes heater

power to components in the time-sharing manner so as to compress short-time peak power within a commanded

available power budget. Figure 13 shows the time profile of power distribution at the moment of RCS unloading.

The onboard trigger started RCS unloading and stopped IES when HCE was automatically commanded to increase

the power budget, within which it distributed heater power. After RCS unloading and reduction of the power budget

of HCE IES was turned on again. The ripple of consumption power of IES was also compressed about 30W by

adjustment of the screen voltage depending on the perturbation of the propellant flow rate as seen in Fig.14. IPPU

has a capability to output 1,470V and 1,530V as the screen voltage. These are the power management of

HYABUSA spacecraft to keep the total consumption power within the capability of SCP in every time moment.

Figure 15 represents the chronology of the total accumulated operational time, which is defined operational time

duration multiplied by number of operated ITRs. The history of the propellant consumption is seen in Fig.16 of the

gas state chart. The continuous acceleration was started from July 2003 after the test operation on June.

HAYABUSA encountered the biggest solar flare in history at the end of October 2003, but went through it safety. In

several weeks at the seasons of the year-end and the new-year IES was suspended depending on the plan of the orbit

maneuver. Almost all the delta-V by IES in the face of the Earth swing-by has been completed by the end of

February 2004. And the IES firing was executed in order to adjust the orbit on March 2004 so that the operational

time increased at a slow rate. At the end of March 2004 the total numbers of the operational time exceeded 10,000

hours. The spacecraft was accelerated about 700m/s by IES consuming about 10kg propellant. HAYABUSA arrived

at Earth on May 19, 2004 and bended the relative velocity vector toward the asteroid Itokawa by means of the Earth

swing-by. On the transfer orbit to the asteroid IES has continued to accelerated HAYABUSA. Enough electric

power was supplied to three of four ITRs for acceleration till August. From September IES was throttled down in

Fig.15 Operation chronology of IES. Fig.16 History of propellant consumption.
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order to adapt to reduction of solar power due to enlargement of solar distance. Two ITRs were operated in October

and only one ITR was turned on from end of December 2004 so that the slope in Fig. 15 gets gentle. HAYABUSA

got through the aphelion 1.7 AU from Sun on February 18, 2005 as seen in Fig.9 so that it reached the furthest space

from Sun as the solar electric propulsion system. On May 2005 two ITRs were turned on again because of recover of

solar power. On July HAYABUSA in the solar conjunction paused the delta-V maneuver by IES due to insufficient

orbit determination. From August three ITRs accelerated HAYABUSA again to reduce the interval and the relative

velocity to Itokawa. On August 28, 2005 IES completed the outward journey of HAYABUSA. The total numbers of

operational time reached 25,800 hours with 22kg xenon propellant consumption generating 1,400m/s delta-V. One

of four ITR marked over 10,400 hours in longest space operation. IES and μ10s on HAYABUSA achieved the top

class of the space flight heritage in the world. HAYABUSA spacecraft as the solar electric propulsion system has

covered a wide range of the solar system from 0.86AU to 1.7AU. The maneuver of HAYABUSA was handed over

from IES to the bi-propellant thrusters at the position 4,800km apart from the target with approaching velocity 9m/s.

In a ballistic flight with IES off the onboard cameras of HAYABUSA took the pictures of the target asteroid with

stars for a background, which determined precisely the position of the spacecraft. On September 12, 2005

HAYABUSA arrived at and kept the station point 20km above the asteroid using the bi-propellant thrusters and sent

the fine views as seen in Fig.17.

 
Fig.17 Itokawa taken by HAYABUSA’s onboard camera from the station point at a height of 20km.

 V. Summary

The asteroid explorer HAYABUSA was launched into the deep space by M-V rocket No.5 on May 9, 2003 from

Kagoshima Space Center. It will execute a round trip space mission between Earth and the asteroid Itokawa

propelled by four microwave discharge ion engines μ10s, which feature the electrode-less plasma generation with

long life and high reliability. A single μ10 in space was evaluated the thrust 8mN, the thrust factor 93%, the specific

impulse 3,200 seconds, the thrust power ratio 23mN/kW, the ion production cost 240eV and the propellant

utilization efficiency 87%. IES, supported by various kinds of the “space ship” technologies, passed through a

severe thermal condition at the perihelion 0.86AU from Sun in February 2004 and succeeded HAYABUSA

spacecraft fly-by Earth in May 2004. At the moment the spacecraft accelerated about 4km/s in the inertial

coordinated system by means of Earth swing-by. In February 2005 it arrived at the aphelion 1.7 AU from Sun so

that IES is the electric propulsion to reach farthest space in the both inward and outward solar system. On August 28

HAYABUSA reached a position 4,800km apart from Itokawa and accomplished the outward journey by the

combination of the EPdeltaVEGA orbit transfer scheme and the microwave discharge ion engines. The total

numbers of operational time reached 25,800 hours and generated 1,400m/s delta-V consuming 22kg propellant. One

of four μ10s marked 10,400 hours as the longest accumulated operational time. And then, the space maneuver of

HAYABUSA spacecraft was handed over from IES to the bi-propellant thrusters for final approach and station
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keeping above the asteroid. HAYABUSA spacecraft achieved to rendezvous with the asteroid 20km apart on

September 12, 2005. The ion engines μ10 demonstrated the powered flight in deep space and succeeded the Earth

fly-by and the asteroid rendezvous. That is the historical event in the technology of the electric propulsion and the

deep space exploration. After the proximity operation around the asteroid HAYBUSA will start the homeward

journey using IES.
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